Our menu
Chef: Marina Drake Montpellier, Herault.

Who are we?

Our French School

Bonjour! We are proud to introduce
Composition

Française

in

Spokane.

With our school, cultural encounters
and language services, we want to

participate in the local efforts to
promote

sound

instruction

renewed

interest

in

the

and

French

language and Francophone culture.
Our

instructor

and

language

specialist has taught in Spokane for
several years and is a native speaker
from the South of France.

French for Visiting International Students

Translation Services

English to French literary and technical
translation services including proofreading, editing
quality assurance and language consulting

These three plus one level course will teach you
a full year of level 1 or 2 French.
With a side of optional local field trips

French Clinic
These two level course focuses on a language skill
First course: French phonetics, the sounds of French.

French for Travelers
This intensive and flavorful course will prepare you for
the entire duration of your trip to France.
Complete beginners welcome

Francophone Cultural Encounters
Come and participate to movie projections and cultural
seminars.

Where to find us?
We are located in the central

historic Corbin neighborhood. Our
classroom accommodates 6 to 8
students and is professionally
equipped
quality
Please

to

and
visit

provide

unique

our

a

service.

website

detail on our facility.

high

for

Why us?

Why French?
Because...«More

than

millions people speak French
on

our

5

Francophone

continents.
world

The

is

represented by 70 states and
governements. French

“Our curriculum teaches the most

200

is the

useful
And

because...Learning

a

second language «involves an

exploration of knowledge and
skills

resulting

self

at

enrichment

the 9th most widely spoken

cultural and interpersonal. This

http://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/

apprehend

language in the world.»

several

the

an

most frequently learnt foreign

language after English and

of

in

levels,

process is essential to better
complexity

and
of

live
the

world.» CFSpokane

Read about us!
contact us!

cognitive,

in

the

modern

aspects

of

French

grammar, vocabulary and culture
in

the

francophone

world

in

order to enable the students to
efficiently converse, write and
read on a wide variety of topics.
We use technology and material
used

by

French

students

in

school, which provides a logical,
clear and dynamic progression to
our instruction.» CFSpokane

Learn more about us, our services and prices by visiting our website

www.cfspokane.com
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